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Taking on a Tall Order

The colorized 2-mm point cloud of the BT building.

How scanning the present helps
redesign the future
A Norwegian company uses Trimble
technology to scale its scanning expertise
to new heights and depths

Solution
Trimble® SX10 Scanning Total Station
Trimble R10 GNSS Receiver
Trimble TSC3 Controller and Trimble
Tablet Rugged PC
Trimble R10 GNSS Receiver
Trimble Access™ Field Software
Trimble Business Center Software
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overview
In December 2018, the University of
Bergen (UiB) launched a restoration
project to completely reconstruct the
interior of the historic 2,560-square-meter
Bergens Tidende (BT) building. To handle
the complex work, a Norwegian company
leveraged precise, efficient scanning and
surveying technology and robust dataprocessing software to deliver the 3D data
depth and breadth needed to help restore
a storied icon.

As an early adopter of scanning technology with a proven
record of successful scanning projects, Geomatikk Survey
was awarded the BT contract in mid-December 2018. Per
project specifications, company surveyors needed to scan
and create a point cloud of the building’s façade, roof,
courtyards and backyard features at an overall accuracy
of 2 mm.
Company survey engineer, Svein Ivar Vestbø, was the
project lead. Starting on the roof, he established site control
by setting three temporary fixed points and observing
GNSS points with Trimble R10 GNSS technology. Using
the Trimble SX10’s total station functionality, he then
occupied the GNSS points and set two other control
points on the roof. Combining the two measurements
not only created a tighter control network of 3 mm, but
georeferencing the SX10 setups enabled him to reduce
field and processing time.
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Location

NORWAY

FOCUSED ON THE FAÇADE
To capture the entire building at the required precision,
Vestbø established seven georeferenced scan locations,
including roof corners, street-level building corners
and the back of the building, and set up an additional
45 scan stations––non-registered scans that would be
georeferenced in post processing.
Setting the SX10 on the roof positions, he scanned all of the
roof’s features including picnic tables and benches, utilities,
air vents and fencing along the external edges. From that
vantage point, he had clear sight to scan the courtyards and
backyard features. He then proceeded to the street, setting up
and leveling the SX10 and capturing a full dome scan of every
detail of the entire building.
At scanning distances ranging from 2 m to 30 m, each scan
took 12 minutes to complete; Vestbø spent another three

The SX10 atop the UiB building, with a clear view of Bergen. Fortunately, not a snowflake fell during the scanning of the building.

minutes using the scanning total station’s built-in camera
taking a series of photos. After 13 hours of scanning, Vestbø
had collected 260 million data points with a 40-60 percent
overlap.
“The scanner is surprisingly quick and quite precise,” said
Vestbø. “And with so many overlapping points, it makes it
much easier to process the data and create an accurate
point cloud.”
Back in the office, Vestbø used the drag-and-drop capability
of Trimble Business Center (TBC) software to integrate the
GNSS and scanning data and colorize the scan. He then
used the seven georeferenced scans to spatially anchor
the 45 unregistered scans. He manually delineated a
window of referenced points and the software automatically
georeferenced each scan one by one to create a spatially
accurate 3D point cloud—a process that took about two
minutes per scan.
The proposed design of the BT building’s new front entrance and
vision for some of the interior infrastructure.

Scanning through 550 windows created millions of
extraneous points inside the building that Vestbø
needed to clean up. Using TBC’s limit box tool, he
removed exterior walls to expose the interior data
points, and after setting certain parameters and
boundaries, the software automatically removed 80
million extraneous points. He ensured the remaining
180 million data points were clean and then finalized the
2-mm point cloud of the building’s façade.
When the interior of the BT building is razed, Vestbø will
return to the site with the SX10 scanning total station
to capture the remaining external walls from the inside.
Although he can’t anticipate challenges he may face, he is
certain that the scanning details will play a pivotal role in
transforming such a historic icon.

The SX10 scans all of the roof’s features including picnic tables and
benches, utilities, air vents and fencing along the external edges.

“The Trimble SX10 scanning total station automatically registers the
data so the point cloud is almost ready when you’re done scanning.
That’s a huge time savings.”
— Svein Ivar Vestbø, Survey Engineer, Geomatikk Survey.
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